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As announced in the New York Times, the same people who put a statue of the 
"Mother of All Whores" ---- Ashtoreth---- in the middle of New York Harbor and 
passed it off as "The Statue of Liberty"-----have been hard at work to invoke their 
ancient Babylonian "god", Marduk.  

They want the Lord of Libertines and Criminals to visit London and New York, and 
they are convinced that if they rebuild the Arches of the Temple of Marduk, he will 
come: Lucifer, himself, in the flesh. They want to worship him.

Picture a great big, glowing red Bull's Eye painted on New York and London, because 
that is what these deluded monsters are doing and which the rest of you are 
ignorantly allowing. 

How ingenious of the Great Gardener.  

You don't have to pull the weeds or struggle to identify them among the wheat.  Just 
stand aside and let them all gather together for a party.  Then bring out the Flame 
Thrower. 

When the Hebrews entered Canaan they were given a very odd directive.  They were 
told to kill everyone and everything--- even the domestic animals.  None were to be 
spared.  But the Hebrews looked around and hey, everything looked good.  The 
animals appeared healthy and the women were good looking.....what a waste!   It 
didn't make sense to them. 

So they ignored the instructions they were given by the One Holy One. 

As a result, the ancient evils of Sumeria survived and thrived and continued. The 
vampiric entities that fed upon the innocent in ancient Canaan infested the minds of 
new generations and led directly to what is going on today. 

Dust off your Bibles, people.  Read what it says about the King of Sidon and the 
weeping of the Merchants.  



On that basis alone, in view of what these idiots are doing in New York and London, I 
will get out my crystal ball and foretell the destruction of both New York and London. 
It will either result as the natural outcome of hosting Lucifer and his minions, or, as a 
result of the One Holy One acting to get rid of these vermin once and for all--- but it 
will come, either way. 

Mark it on your calendars and don't blame the Muslims for it. 

People look at me and stare and say, but, but, but----- you are a scientist and judge, 
how can you believe in such drivel?  There's no "devil" and no "god" either.  It's all 
just overactive imaginations and snake oil salesmen. 

Those who know me will agree that I am a skeptic's skeptic, so, indeed, what gives? 

There are, at least by my count, 648 prophecies in the Bible. All but a handful have 
been fulfilled. 

I rest my case.
   
IF there's no God and no Devil, then there is, self-evidently, a very well-organized 
multi-generational stage crew of people devoted to the Bible as a playscript and they 
are determined to carry it off: Act One....Act Two....Act Three... 

As I am writing this at the end of March,  2016, the Lords of the Admiralty are still in 
operation.  The King of Sidon still sits on his throne.  The City of Westminster, also 
known as the Inner City of London, still exists and is chugging along, happily 
enslaving and defrauding the rest of the world. It's all business as usual, except.....

Well, for the last several weeks merchant shipping worldwide has been at a 
standstill.... the ships are standing afar off.....

Just as it says in the Bible.
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